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Pitzer's article ("University integi- y," Science, I I , Oct., p. These interpersonal relP onships have the greatest i pact on 
228) focuses in part on the critical nnsion of student-faculty the emotional concert of the student and also s port the 
relationships. The faculty role is epicted as comnlosed of two cognitive or intellec al change we expect. Eve the most 
factors - teaching and researo , not necessarily in that order formal method of ittruction, the lecture, has be considered 
of importance. I would Ii to emphasize a third equall/ most effective whe- it serves this emotional cot oUcait 2 . The 
important charge of the f, ilty member - that is, thi role f professor as con, and adviser serves this e otional factor 
personal and educational ounselor and adviser to the stu tit even more, it s ems, in the many sponlane is sessions that 
Any processor who is reasonably accessiblc personall and occur as an inf riml part of his job. 
geographically will a est to the frequent, almost con nuous, In meetin' the exhausting deniids of his third personal 
and apparently ver mportant studcnt-to-professor unseling factor, thc rpI'gher education becones 
sessions on ev subject from pcrsonal p leis to not the i egrity of the un;vcrsity. bo the integrity of the 
specialized care planning. professor Even in his reluctance to re ognize and label this 

This third intension is so much a part of t professional dinsi n to his iolc, he will quickly to that there is little if 
job that it i ard to question its appropriate ess. Those who any o icial reward for his cotieIn , activity, either by his 
do, even the glaring light of the prese student unrest, colic ucs as they ate him as a prof sional and scholar, or by 
should reminded that advocates o good educational his tas 

prcishave long stressed the import nce of interpersonal Is ear - the students' cocp on of education recognizes
relaf nsisa htai ~ ennf behavioral change - a t sIseiecdb t iqe sc, as a useful and necessary 
ba. goal of education. Ee soeof the more ardent omiponent of that experience. 

ppontents of techinolog-ical aids t instruction (for example, 
kinneri), support their posi'tio with the observation that REF RENCES 

these aids will free the teac r to increase the personal Skinner he Iinology of Teaching (Appleton• . i ¢Yr, L J" .
. ~~Century-crofts, 
,component which no device, ye the human, can accomplish. 2. L. Bragg. Scincu 154, 9 . .. ... .. 
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INTRODUCTION The complete facility consists of a forested mountain 
Technological explosion, population expansion, urban watershed about 55 kilometers and three desert watersheds 

sprawl, changing patterns of land and water use and increasing about 75 kilometers from campus which are instiuuented 
emphasis on environmental quality control are presenting vast with electronic sensors for measuring a large variety of 
new challenges to naturai resource sciciltists and land hydrologic and meteorological variables. Measurement data ale 
mnagers. T 'uecessfully meet these challenges, colleges and multiplexed over the Bell leleplione system to a laboralory en 
universities need to produce graduates with new kinds of campus. Th" laboratory computer which is incorporated inio 
training ai.u skills. Land managers of the future rmust have a the system, processes the raw data on-line, producing finished 
wide understanding and have a technical training much better answers in any format desired. It also affords the user total 
than ever befoic. Familiarity with the computer, for example, control of the data taking process -- varying the s:linple rate in 
is no longer so imuch an advantage as a nece.ssty. Similarly, relation to input changes, real time, ec. Al output isrecorded 
skill in interpreiiig reiote satellite data (or land minagement on tape but may also he displayed on strip charts or 
purposes may be requ1.1ired in the v.ry no ir futttc. Accordingly, teleprinter. 
the Departient of Watershed Managci:cnt in thie College of The facility including data reduction schelmes, operatioial 
Agriculture of the of Arizo,;i an computer and exercises is about 75University i:,s extensive programs labor atory 
program of upgrading its .'ui:ricluni and ilipiovi:t ticlling percent complete at pi esent. liecause it isopen ended to allow 
methods. The p iipos of this paper is to describe a addition or deletion of devclopnents in instrutioo 
teaching-research facility which proviecs an L-novation in techniques, its full capacity will piobaily not be realized. It is 
instruction techniques for one f,:cel of rhc piocran. being tested in several courses this spring and will go into ull 

time operation. next fall semester. 
TiE FACILITY Experimental watersheds associated with a teaching and 

The facility is a completely interfaced hydrologic dala research program of a college is ot a new idea. IHowever, 
acquisition processing system. It goes -.ontewlat beyond the those schools with such facilities still depend hrgely upon titte 
definition of SCI and fI)l as dc.crioc' bJ)8l-.ideii. I iiaddiltion consuinig traditio:il iiotlhod of data colleclioll aid 

to a small, laboratory oinpulter and the servicos c'fa remote conpilation. The compilalions which tlslially toare Iaide 
time shared terminal ti the largr CDC 6,100 computer, the facilitate specific lypes of awi:tlysi% lack vers:ili ty. At best tile 
facility also includes both software and linrdwate for working traditiotial watersheds serve tie sludeni for occasional fair 

with live telenictered data. Provisions are also made 'rr the weather trips when significant hydrologic events are not 
rapid recall of past thata from a magnetic tape library. occurring. They mav also provide historic records from 
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sptalizic research for retrospective examinations. 
The presenl facility isextreme:ly flexible and unifies the 

entire process of data collection, compilation and analysis into 
a single unit. By mcans of high speed computation it offers the 
possibility of having data collected, reduced and analyzed in 
any desired fashion almost inmeditly and in some cases 

while fhe hydrologic event isoccurring. The student isable to 
observe and work with hydrologic processes in the laboratory, 
at any time and under the most inclement conditions. 

With this versatility it offers an opportunity to lessen tile 
gap between the publication of research results and their 
eventual incorporation into classroom instruction. Because of 
the convenience of having a variety of data inmediately at 
hand and ready for the computer, new developments in 
hydrologic techniques and research can be tested and 
demonstrated with the facility as they become pertinent, 
Teaching efficiency and educational effectiveness is increased 
by dealing with complex problems in a very practical but 
dramatic way. 

The small digital computer offers educators an economical 
means of teaching the application of computer principles and 
programming, ranging from basics to the implementation of 
senior student projects. Although FORTRAN is the primary 
language used in upper division courses, the ability of the 
computer to use BASIC makes learning easier at the lower 
levels, 

Aside from an inherent research function, the entire facility 
serves as a laboratory for student instruction. The specific 
instructional objectives of the facility are to give students: 
I) A fundamental understanding of the interrelationships 
between variables in the hydrologic cycle by working 
first-hand in the laboratory with these quantities as they 
actually change in space and time on natural watersheds, 
2)Technical training by performing laboratory exercises in 
computer programming for ua-a reduction and analysis, 
3) Practical experience by working first-hand with a complete 
hydrologic facility employing the latest developments in 
instrumentation, 4) Preparation to qualify for further 
academic training in hydrologic modeling of watersheds and in 
systems analyses for managing lands for tile optimum 
production of water. 

The faculty participating in the project has been 
encouraged to develop teaching programs which exploit the 
facility. It ispresently being tested at three course levels, each 
of which employs a different strategy, 

USE OF THE FACILITY 
Introductory Courses 

The facility will be useful this fall at the freshman and 
sophomore level to stimulate interest in th quantitative 
aspects of watershed hydrology. It functions as a live 
demonstration to point up some of the physical processes 
operating on natural watershed areas, th,.associated 
technological management problems in resource, use and the 
implications of sociological demands. CSI which employs 
canned programs is used both with fihesmall laboratory 
computer and with the time shareJ I-mihial to the large 
computer. The laboratory compu ,,.its associated hard 
and software, telemetry system and sensors is used to 
demonstrate modern automatic ntlhod of data acquisition, 
compilation, reduction and storage. Synthetic hydrologic 
model programs are selected through the time share terminal 
to simulate the effects of land management practices on water 
values. Because these models simulate most of the major 
hydrologic processes as well as their aerial and temporal 
Interaction, the instructor can simulate and demonstrate the 
effect of a great variety of land management practices. 

Intermediate and Graduate LevelInterfaity id juniorAgricultureGaue'fie facility is used byby juniors and seniors for problem 

solution, data reduction exercises and hydrologic modeling. To 
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provide maximum use of the facility the laboratory is 
sche!tied not only for the normal class day but isalso open to 
the students involved on evenings and weekends. Five courses 
will be using the facility during tliecoming academic year. 

It will be used in a basic hydrology course principally to
provide reliable data and cotnpulat: real facilities for problem 

assignments. Typical problems include unit hydrograph 
analyses, mean basin precipitation calculations, infiltration 
determination by hydrograph analyses and precipitation 
probability calculations. Because many of these problems do 
not require a great amount of comnputer storage they may be 
run oil the small computer by timi; sharing with its normal 
functions of data gathering and processing. Since this function 
requires only part of the computer capacity, problems are 
solved rapidly and students can quickly debug their programs 
by repeated re-runs. 

Digital simulation of hydrologic processes which permit the 
student to vary the parameters and observe the response 
quickly have added a new dynamic dimension to the 
teaching/learning process. For a senior course in watershed 
management a series of programs are being prepared which are 
mathematical representations of the major hydrologic 
processes operating on natural watersheds. Problem exercises 
developed for the programs greatly simplify the description 
and explanation of complex hydrologic interrelationships. For 
example, to provide a meaningful experience with a complex 
hydrologic process for the unsteady transient conditions found 
in nature, the student has a choice of severai iiodels for each 
of the major hydrologic processes, e.g., snowmelt runoff, 
eva pot ra nsp ira t ion/an tecede tl storage/runoff, 
precipitation/interception, solar energy/evapotranspiration, 
infiltration/runoff, etc. He must fit the mathematical 
functions called for in the models with basic data retrieved 
from the tape libi.ry or collected concurrently. Computer 
programs for fitting some of the more complex functions are 
also available. The functions are applied to the models in such 
a way that the student may vary parameters, for sensitivity 
analyses, evaluation of applicability of various models, or 
observation of the effects of hypothetical watershed 
management treatment on the processes. 

The facility is to be used at the graduate ievel to aid 
instruction in hydrologic simulation methods. A major 
function will be to supply graduate students with field study 
areas, reliable data and the latest scientific equipment for 
handling significant research projects. 

Applicability to Remote Sensing 
Remote sensing of our environment is one of the most' 

rapidly advancing, technologies of the space age. Reliability is 
increasing and costs decreasing. The impact on natural 
resource management in the future will be considerable. 

At all instruction levels the use of the facility for 
-instruction in the rudiments of remote sensing is emphasized. 
Because of the flexibility of the facility many new 
developments in remote sensing can be readily adapted and 
because it is an integral part of an active research program 
in this area, the student can be kept keenly aware of the 
advances being made and their applicability to natural resource 
management. 
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